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About This Content

The general purpose GP38-2 road switcher joins the Norfolk Southern stable for Train Simulator.

As the successor to the previous GP38, more than 2,000 GP38-2 models were built by General Motors between 1972 and 1986.
The majority of models were put into service on US railroads, although some were exported to Canada, Mexico and Saudi

Arabia.

Their modest power output of 2,000 horsepower from a 16 cylinder engine saw them classified as road switchers, but were
adequately able to haul light freight across the US railroad network. Many remain in service today, more than 40 years after

entering service.

Most GP38-2 locomotives were built with a low hood, although some were built in high hood variant, as portrayed in the EMD
GP38-2 for Train Simulator, which comes in Norfolk Southern black and thoroughbred liveries. Also included are low gondola

freight cars, NS box cars and flat cars.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the Norfolk Southern GP38-2 High Hood on
any Quick Drive enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios

specifically for the Norfolk Southern Coal District route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Four scenarios for the Norfolk Southern Coal District route:
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Training: GP38-2 NS Simple Controls

Training: GP38-2 NS Expert Controls

Sorting Scrap

Run Lilly Run

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

EMD GP38-2 in Norfolk Southern black and thoroughbred liveries

Low gondola freight car

NS box car

Flat car

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Northern Southern Coal District route

Download size: 177mb
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Title: Train Simulator: Norfolk Southern GP38-2 High Hood Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
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Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 24 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,German
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Hope you brought your safe cracking tools, because these cars have combination locks on them.
Also, the combination locks don't work.
Failure, from start to finish.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/LkgrZn2Rbg0. Good game with good music, but little bit short. (24 lvls)

- music on\/off (very loud). best game ever
. This is a game with great potential...but it's not that good. enemy AI is rudementary; pacing is nonexistant; crafting is illogical;
and there's not much survival other than staying alive against mindless enemies. It's more of a wave fighter. Again, this has
really great potential....but as it stands, it's really not that great of a game.. Its creepy, is it worth it? not until they fix the walking
locomotion..its terrible.
However while wadling your way through the game like a drunk one legged penguine,
you while find yourself pleasantly uncomfortable as the scares in this game, though few, are pretty intense.. This is my favorite
Doctor Who game of all time. Holy jesus!
This game is amazing! The gameplay♥♥♥♥♥my live :D Its so creepy. But you have to wait houres for a multiplayer game :(.
Excellent concept, bland execution. The core concept is there, but nothing ever builds on the original push/pull ball mechanic.
This game could have been a pretty awesome coop puzzle game, but it is single player only.

PROS:
-Nice idea
-Ball moves around easily and without headache (this COULD have been a major frustration point, but is executed almost
perfectly).
-Voice acting is ok (for what very tiny bit there is).

NEUTRALS:
-Graphics are just barely acceptable (quality/resolutions)

CONS:
-Walking/swimming/railcar simulator. MASSIVE amount of just walking around for no reason. Areas are large and excessive
for no real purpose, especially since there is very little to explore (a few secrets but thats it). No other drops, items, collectibles,
etc.

-NO SPRINT/RUN. For a game with massive amounts of walking, why can't we run!?

-Barely two game mechanics (push/pull ball and magnets in the levels that do the same). No additional mechanics are introduced
over the first 3 levels (8 levels total so little less than half the game). No other items, gear, or abilities. The core concept is good,
but nothing ever builds on it.

-Environments are very bland with the exact same textures over and over.

-Puzzles are very straightforward; barely require thought. Almost every "puzzle" is just push these switches in linear order.

-"Survival" mode (and all combat in the game) is extremely boring and repetitive. Just hold the ball and swing side to side.
Although a number of cool traps exist, using them is usually to your detriment as it is more effective to just swing the ball.

-No plot/narrative. Every now and then there is a tiny bit with a voiceover, but as a whole characters just show up and virtually
nothing is explained. Given how expansive the environments are, you would think they could use this space to tell a story....but
no, it just adds to your playtime by making you walk longer between areas.. i love zombie shooter
first off graphics are great for a tabletop view game . 4/5
sound is good but it did get fustrating on repeats on the same . 3/5

its recommmended if you are zombie fan
but not recommended due to repetative monster spawning
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Can I give this game a neutral?

For me, Splice's biggest issue was the lack of a tutorial system. The rules made no sense until at least two sequences in, when I
finally begin to suss out how things work. As a result, what could have been an interesting and beautiful puzzle game is instead a
brutal, frustrating slog. I made myself play. By the time I finally found myself with a solid grasp of the mechanics, any puzzle that
took me more than a couple tries to finish would end in either a ragequit or a solutions guide.

When this game is good it's very good, but I'm so soured on it I can't even bring myself to create a "Beginner's Guide to Splice.".
Dannazione! That doll puzzle tho. :P. As much like MegaMan as this game may be, it is still way too ♥♥♥♥ing hard
which would be fine if it was the "challenging but rewarding" kind of "hard," this is more like the "how the ♥♥♥♥ do they expect
me to do this♥♥♥♥♥♥!" kind of "hard"
and when you finally beat one of the cheap♥♥♥♥♥cheating bosses, the game decides to add a ranking system, just to kill your
enthusiasm by saying "you finally did it, huh? yeah, well, you still suck". Pretty Cool Heads.

(Also Supporting The Devs). No comments.... Too boring and total war med 2 better than this game.
5/10. Dont do it, its bad.
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